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Summary of  lake biology and chemistry
(P. S. Fitt, May 2004)

The following document is a brief summary in point form of relevant facts about lake 
biology and chemistry and how they apply to Heney Lake.

(1)   Algal growth occurs when light, nitrogen and phosphorus (P, usually phosphate) 
are available in sufficient amounts.   Carbohydrates are not important because the 
algae are photosynthetic.
(2)   Phosphate is usually the limiting nutrient.   This seems to be the case in Heney L.
(3)   Excess nutrient leads to algal and plant growth, and to eutrophication.
(4)   The available phosphorus comes from external inputs (septic systems, farms, 
commercial establishments, precipitation, etc.) and internal sources (sediments).   
Some is lost regularly via the lake outlet.
(5)   Algae consume P, grow, die and sink to the bottom.   In the presence of oxygen, 
the dead cells break down:  the P is released and either remains in solution in the lake 
water or is incorporated into the sediments.   The breakdown of the cells uses oxygen 
and causes its concentration in the hypolimnion to fall – eventually to zero (anoxia), if 
it continues long enough.   The hypolimnion is the bottom layer of cold water when 
the lake is stratified (most of the year, except at the spring and autumn turnovers).
(6)   P in the sediments is bound mainly to iron.   The latter is present largely as 
complex oxyhydroxides.   Oxidized (ferric) iron has the greatest capacity for P 
fixation.   When it is reduced to ferrous iron in the absence of oxygen (anoxia), its 
capacity falls and phosphate is released into the lake water.   Some P is also bound in 
organic forms including undegraded cells and released if further breakdown occurs.
(7)   If insufficient iron is available in the sediments (or water), either because it is 
present in low amounts or because it has all been complexed with P, the P released 
through algal breakdown remains in solution and available to promote growth.
(8)   If enough free iron is available, on the other hand, and oxygen is also present, P 
uptake into the sediments by reaction with ferric iron occurs.   When the oxygen in 
the water is exhausted due to algal decomposition, i.e., in anoxic conditions, the 
process is reversed, the iron goes to the ferrous state and P is released (into the lower 
water layer, the hypolimnion).   This is the cycle that we thought occurred in Heney 
Lake until Yves Prairie’s studies in 2000 – 2003, and Richard Carignan’s work for the 
government (2003 Report).
(9)   If, for whatever reason, iron levels become too low to bind all the available P 
released when dead algae at the top of the sediments break down in the presence of 
oxygen, the P remains in solution in the lake ready to promote cell growth.   The cycle 
then becomes:  algal breakdown – P release – algal growth + P uptake into the cells –
algal death – algal breakdown,  all in the presence of oxygen.   When oxygen levels 
become low, uptake into algae ceases and the P remains in solution until fresh 
oxygenation occurs (spring or fall turnovers, when the lake is mixed).   This is the 
situation YP and RC think exists in Heney L. now:  they think it arose because the 
large excess of  P released by the fish farm swamped the available iron stores, which 
would have been relatively low because of the geology of the region.
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Evidence from the YP and RC studies

(1)   Release of P from the sediments occurs mainly when ample oxygen is available 
(2 – 8 mg/l).   If enough iron were present, this should not happen.
[This is the weakest part of their present evidence, because the time intervals between 
samplings of the lake water were too long (monthly).]
(2)   The hypolimnion only becomes anoxic in late summer, when the P level in the 
lake has already reached its maximum.   (Note that the bottoms of all large deep lakes 
tend to become anoxic in late summer.)   
(3)   The large autumn algal bloom, after turnover and re-oxygenation, does not make 
the lake anoxic during the winter.   The bulk of the P in solution (as phosphate) 
remains there until the spring bloom, even though oxygen is available (except in the 
small portion of the hypolimnion below 30 m) – if iron were available it should be 
oxidised and able to bind P.   [This evidence is good.]
(4)   Within a few days of the spring turnover and reoxygenation, a large algal bloom 
occurs and the P that was in solution in the winter is incorporated into the algae.   If 
iron were available, the P should enter the sediment rapidly and not be able to 
promote rapid cell growth.  [This is also good evidence.]

   In order to establish if iron deficiency or some other factor explains the failure of 
the lake to recover over the past four years, the exact timing of P release relative to 
oxygen concentration needs to be determined by analyzing samples of lake water 
taken at weekly intervals during the critical period.   The sediments also need to be 
analyzed for P and iron, so as to prove if there is really a lack of available iron in the 
lake.


